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ENTANGLEMENT 



Classical pure states are separable.

         

PURE STATES OF TWO CLASSICAL BITS 

        
         

Important property: After tracing over a subsystem we 
still get a pure state: the knowledge of the system is the 
sum of the knowledge of the parts. 

<latexit sha1_base64="N05W5Jhx2n1h93351SdTvDjpLXU=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LN0CJUhJIoqBuh6MZlBfuAJoTJdNIOnUzCzEQMIf0K125cKOLWH3HXv3H6WGjrgQuHc+7l3nv8mFGpLGtsrKyurW9sFraK2zu7e/vmQaklo0Rg0sQRi0THR5IwyklTUcVIJxYEhT4jbX94O/Hbj0RIGvEHlcbEDVGf04BipLTkmSUna1SRR0/gtTWKxMh2cs+sWDVrCrhM7Dmp1MvO6fO4njY889vpRTgJCVeYISm7thUrN0NCUcxIXnQSSWKEh6hPuppyFBLpZtPbc3islR4MIqGLKzhVf09kKJQyDX3dGSI1kIveRPzP6yYquHIzyuNEEY5ni4KEQRXBSRCwRwXBiqWaICyovhXiARIIKx1XUYdgL768TFpnNfuidn6v07gBMxTAESiDKrDBJaiDO9AATYDBE3gBb+DdyI1X48P4nLWuGPOZQ/AHxtcPpA2Whw==</latexit>

{P (ai) = 0 or 1}

AND CLASSICALLY CORRELATED 

	Sicily,	silver	Dekadrachm		
405BC	to	380BC	

<latexit sha1_base64="ftKBRzkrojkLNJvAo6S8MfWj70I=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXe6CS1Ci1JmKqgboejGZQX7gHYYMmmmDc1khiQjDEPBjX/gN7hxoYhbf8Jd/8Z02oVWD4ScnHMvN/d4EaNSWdbEyC0tr6yu5dcLG5tb2zvm7l5LhrHApIlDFoqOhyRhlJOmooqRTiQICjxG2t7oeuq374mQNOR3KomIE6ABpz7FSGnJNQ8aZeTaJ8itVeAlzB6V7KpVXLNkVa0M8C+x56RUL/aOnyb1pOGaX71+iOOAcIUZkrJrW5FyUiQUxYyMC71YkgjhERqQrqYcBUQ6abbDGB5ppQ/9UOjDFczUnx0pCqRMAk9XBkgN5aI3Ff/zurHyL5yU8ihWhOPZID9mUIVwGgjsU0GwYokmCAuq/wrxEAmElY6toEOwF1f+S1q1qn1WPb3VaVyBGfLgEBRBGdjgHNTBDWiAJsDgATyDV/BmPBovxrvxMSvNGfOeffALxuc3e6CXNA==</latexit>

P (a1, a2) = P (a1)P (a2)

Classically correlated states are un-separable.

<latexit sha1_base64="gnVIyNBIwnwBecCcPnjg6oua8ZI=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNUIQKUmYqqBuhKoLuKtgqtGW4k6Y1NJkZkoxQxrrxS1y58SNcC266UIpbP8R0WsTXgcA5597LzT1+xJnSjtO3xsYnJqemMzP27Nz8wmJ2abmiwlgSWiYhD+WlD4pyFtCyZprTy0hSED6nF377aFC/uKZSsTA4152I1gW0AtZkBLSxvOxBKQeeuwVeYRPv45qKhVdrgRCAS7kh2bzFOG26GelUFb6Ul1138k4K/Je4I7JePLWP75+f7kpetldrhCQWNNCEg1JV14l0PQGpGeG0a9diRSMgbWjRqqEBCKrqSXpqF28Yp4GboTQv0Dh1v08kIJTqCN90CtBX6ndtYP5Xq8a6uVdPWBDFmgZkuKgZc6xDPMgNN5ikRPOOIUAkM3/F5AokEG3StU0I7u+T/5JKIe/u5LfPTBqHaIgMWkVrKIdctIuK6ASVUBkR9IBe0Ct6sx6tntW33oetY9ZoZgX9gPXxCW1yp1Q=</latexit>

P (a1, a2) =
X

�

P (�) P (a1|�)P (a2|�)
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PURE STATE OF TWO QUANTUM BITS 
Quantum pure states can be separable
(uncorrelated)        

or entangled (quantum correlated)
By tracing over a subsystem we get a mixed state: 
the knowledge of the all is -not- the sum of the 
knowledge of the parts.  
“This is the mystery of QM” (Schrödinger). 

Important property: After tracing over a subsystem we 
still get a pure state: the knowledge of the system is the 
sum of the knowledge of the parts. 

<latexit sha1_base64="ua96BCoLFa3iFVP6rW7lpsuMYwc=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmaBEEsSQV1I1QdOOygn1AE8JkOmmHTiZhZiKE2q/Qhb/ixoUibsVd/8ZpUkFbLwycx73cucePGZXKssbGwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tW3u7DZllAhMGjhikWj7SBJGOWkoqhhpx4Kg0Gek5Q+uJn7rjghJI36r0pi4IepxGlCMlJY88/jeiSWFjkC8xwi8gBn37B8hp9Up9cyyVbGygvPAnoJyreQcPY5rad0zv5xuhJOQcIUZkrJjW7Fyh0goihkZFZ1EkhjhAeqRjoYchUS6w+ysETzQShcGkdCPK5ipvyeGKJQyDX3dGSLVl7PeRPzP6yQqOHeHlMeJIhzni4KEQRXBSUawSwXBiqUaICyo/ivEfSQQVjrJog7Bnj15HjSrFfu0cnKj07gEeRXAPiiBQ2CDM1AD16AOGgCDB/AMXsGb8WS8GO/GR966YExn9sCfMj6/AQgookk=</latexit>

| i = | 1i| 2i

<latexit sha1_base64="15Jw+j3ynQ1gqSo0EwS3Yb0CZcg=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3oUUQhDJTQV0W3bisYB/QKUMmvdOGZjJjkhFK7V+IG3/FjQtFXOqqf2PaqaCtBwLnnnMvN/f4MWdK2/bYyiwtr6yuZddzG5tb2zv53b26ihJJoUYjHsmmTxRwJqCmmebQjCWQ0OfQ8PuXE79xB1KxSNzoQQztkHQFCxgl2khe3r53Y8WwK4nocsCugFs8lTznR0vL8qz08kW7ZE+BF4kzI8VKwT1+GFcGVS//6XYimoQgNOVEqZZjx7o9JFIzymGUcxMFMaF90oWWoYKEoNrD6WUjfGiUDg4iaZ7QeKr+nhiSUKlB6JvOkOiemvcm4n9eK9HBeXvIRJxoEDRdFCQc6whPYsIdJoFqPjCEUMnMXzHtEUmoNmHmTAjO/MmLpF4uOaelk2uTxgVKkUUHqICOkIPOUAVdoSqqIYoe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsfaWvGms3soz+wvr4BzgOjyg==</latexit>

| i 6= | 1i| 2i
Eg.: Bell states	



Purest
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result yes with P yes L
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AND THEIR STATISTICAL MIXTURES 
Classically correlated states

or quantum + classically correlated

<latexit sha1_base64="ua96BCoLFa3iFVP6rW7lpsuMYwc=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmaBEEsSQV1I1QdOOygn1AE8JkOmmHTiZhZiKE2q/Qhb/ixoUibsVd/8ZpUkFbLwycx73cucePGZXKssbGwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tW3u7DZllAhMGjhikWj7SBJGOWkoqhhpx4Kg0Gek5Q+uJn7rjghJI36r0pi4IepxGlCMlJY88/jeiSWFjkC8xwi8gBn37B8hp9Up9cyyVbGygvPAnoJyreQcPY5rad0zv5xuhJOQcIUZkrJjW7Fyh0goihkZFZ1EkhjhAeqRjoYchUS6w+ysETzQShcGkdCPK5ipvyeGKJQyDX3dGSLVl7PeRPzP6yQqOHeHlMeJIhzni4KEQRXBSUawSwXBiqUaICyo/ivEfSQQVjrJog7Bnj15HjSrFfu0cnKj07gEeRXAPiiBQ2CDM1AD16AOGgCDB/AMXsGb8WS8GO/GR966YExn9sCfMj6/AQgookk=</latexit>

| i = | 1i| 2i

<latexit sha1_base64="15Jw+j3ynQ1gqSo0EwS3Yb0CZcg=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3oUUQhDJTQV0W3bisYB/QKUMmvdOGZjJjkhFK7V+IG3/FjQtFXOqqf2PaqaCtBwLnnnMvN/f4MWdK2/bYyiwtr6yuZddzG5tb2zv53b26ihJJoUYjHsmmTxRwJqCmmebQjCWQ0OfQ8PuXE79xB1KxSNzoQQztkHQFCxgl2khe3r53Y8WwK4nocsCugFs8lTznR0vL8qz08kW7ZE+BF4kzI8VKwT1+GFcGVS//6XYimoQgNOVEqZZjx7o9JFIzymGUcxMFMaF90oWWoYKEoNrD6WUjfGiUDg4iaZ7QeKr+nhiSUKlB6JvOkOiemvcm4n9eK9HBeXvIRJxoEDRdFCQc6whPYsIdJoFqPjCEUMnMXzHtEUmoNmHmTAjO/MmLpF4uOaelk2uTxgVKkUUHqICOkIPOUAVdoSqqIYoe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsfaWvGms3soz+wvr4BzgOjyg==</latexit>

| i 6= | 1i| 2i

<latexit sha1_base64="rmp34IzmMA6L/GkU+9+AyNbtmaM=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLkCAIQthVUI9BLx6jmAdklzA7mU2GzM4uM7PCsuQPvAgq4tU/8pa/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXkAiujeOM0crq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhs6jhVlDVoLGLVDohmgkvWMNwI1k4UI1EgWCsY3k781hNTmsfy0WQJ8yPSlzzklBgrPXh5t1Rxqs4UeJm4c1Kplb2z13Etq3dL314vpmnEpKGCaN1xncT4OVGGU8FGRS/VLCF0SPqsY6kkEdN+Pr10hE+s0sNhrGxJg6fq74mcRFpnUWA7I2IGetGbiP95ndSE137OZZIaJulsUZgKbGI8eRv3uGLUiMwSQhW3t2I6IIpQY8Mp2hDcxZeXSfO86l5WL+5tGjcwQwGOoQyn4MIV1OAO6tAACiE8wxu8oyF6QR/oc9a6guYzR/AH6OsHuMmQeA==</latexit>

{
<latexit sha1_base64="rmp34IzmMA6L/GkU+9+AyNbtmaM=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLkCAIQthVUI9BLx6jmAdklzA7mU2GzM4uM7PCsuQPvAgq4tU/8pa/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXkAiujeOM0crq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhs6jhVlDVoLGLVDohmgkvWMNwI1k4UI1EgWCsY3k781hNTmsfy0WQJ8yPSlzzklBgrPXh5t1Rxqs4UeJm4c1Kplb2z13Etq3dL314vpmnEpKGCaN1xncT4OVGGU8FGRS/VLCF0SPqsY6kkEdN+Pr10hE+s0sNhrGxJg6fq74mcRFpnUWA7I2IGetGbiP95ndSE137OZZIaJulsUZgKbGI8eRv3uGLUiMwSQhW3t2I6IIpQY8Mp2hDcxZeXSfO86l5WL+5tGjcwQwGOoQyn4MIV1OAO6tAACiE8wxu8oyF6QR/oc9a6guYzR/AH6OsHuMmQeA==</latexit>

{
<latexit sha1_base64="rmp34IzmMA6L/GkU+9+AyNbtmaM=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLkCAIQthVUI9BLx6jmAdklzA7mU2GzM4uM7PCsuQPvAgq4tU/8pa/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXkAiujeOM0crq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhs6jhVlDVoLGLVDohmgkvWMNwI1k4UI1EgWCsY3k781hNTmsfy0WQJ8yPSlzzklBgrPXh5t1Rxqs4UeJm4c1Kplb2z13Etq3dL314vpmnEpKGCaN1xncT4OVGGU8FGRS/VLCF0SPqsY6kkEdN+Pr10hE+s0sNhrGxJg6fq74mcRFpnUWA7I2IGetGbiP95ndSE137OZZIaJulsUZgKbGI8eRv3uGLUiMwSQhW3t2I6IIpQY8Mp2hDcxZeXSfO86l5WL+5tGjcwQwGOoQyn4MIV1OAO6tAACiE8wxu8oyF6QR/oc9a6guYzR/AH6OsHuMmQeA==</latexit>

{
<latexit sha1_base64="rmp34IzmMA6L/GkU+9+AyNbtmaM=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLkCAIQthVUI9BLx6jmAdklzA7mU2GzM4uM7PCsuQPvAgq4tU/8pa/cfI4aGJBQ1HVTXdXkAiujeOM0crq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhs6jhVlDVoLGLVDohmgkvWMNwI1k4UI1EgWCsY3k781hNTmsfy0WQJ8yPSlzzklBgrPXh5t1Rxqs4UeJm4c1Kplb2z13Etq3dL314vpmnEpKGCaN1xncT4OVGGU8FGRS/VLCF0SPqsY6kkEdN+Pr10hE+s0sNhrGxJg6fq74mcRFpnUWA7I2IGetGbiP95ndSE137OZZIaJulsUZgKbGI8eRv3uGLUiMwSQhW3t2I6IIpQY8Mp2hDcxZeXSfO86l5WL+5tGjcwQwGOoQyn4MIV1OAO6tAACiE8wxu8oyF6QR/oc9a6guYzR/AH6OsHuMmQeA==</latexit>

{
Warning: a classical mixture of entangled states is not necessarily entangled !  	

<latexit sha1_base64="ujT5iheck5nSxNZupAtEob/IDTI=">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</latexit>

⇢̂ =
X

�

p(�) | �
1 ih 

�
1 |⌦ | �

2 ih 
�
2 |

<latexit sha1_base64="i8ngE6jTd3mrKPaMCKSzUSlvu3k=">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</latexit>

⇢̂ 6=
X

�

p(�) | �
1 ih 

�
1 |⌦ | �

2 ih 
�
2 |
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GIVEN A QUANTUM STATE, CAN YOU TELL IF IT IS ENTANGLED ? 

Pure states: easy. 
Trace over a subsystem and check if the reduced density matrix is pure.

If the density matrix is known: Concurrance, PPT,…

Mixed states: very hard
It is NP-hard to unscramble classical and quantum correlations.
There are sufficient criteria.  

If only a partial knowledge of the density matrix is available (as in experiments): 
HUR, entanglement witnesses,…



Typical criteria are “algebraic”: look for functions or observables that   can 
only take specific set of values when calculated with separable states.

<latexit sha1_base64="fFZoknWLk3KAfuRtA5tYqHW4ERk=">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</latexit>

⇢TB =
X

ijkl

pijkl|iihj|⌦ (|kihl|)T =
X

ijkl

pijkl|iihj|⌦ |lihk| =
X

ijkl

pijlk|iihj|⌦ |kihl|
Given	a	density	matrix,	if	its	partial	transpose	(with	respect	to	the	B	party)	has	positive	eigenvalues,	the	state	is	separable	

PPT (POSITIVE PARTIAL TRANSPOSE) CRITERION
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P (µ|✓) (2)

Tr[⇢Wexp] = 0 (3)

Tr[⇢W] < 0 (4)

Tr[⇢W] � 0 (5)Horodecki et al PLA 1997 

detect	all	entangled	states	by	different	witness	operators	

Peres, Horodeckis 

Let’s discuss a different approach: dynamical criterion

In	2x2	and	2x3	dimensions	is	also	necessary.	

Examples:	



Classically	correlated	states		
can	evolve	“differently”		
from	entangled	states		
under	unitary	transformations.			

<latexit sha1_base64="CR7gTW+A0OB7SvMQc2d744dDRdA=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbXG5eGoPgKcwEUY9BD3qMYBbIjKGnU0ma9Cx01whxCP6KFw+KePU/vPk3dpI5aOKDgsd7VVTV82MpNNr2t5VbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7DR0likOdRzJSLZ9pkCKEOgqU0IoVsMCX0PSHVxO/+QBKiyi8w1EMXsD6oegJztBIneIB3KeCugOG6fWYujgAZONOsWSX7SnoInEyUiIZap3il9uNeBJAiFwyrduOHaOXMoWCSxgX3ERDzPiQ9aFtaMgC0F46vX5Mj43Spb1ImQqRTtXfEykLtB4FvukMGA70vDcR//PaCfYuvFSEcYIQ8tmiXiIpRnQSBe0KBRzlyBDGlTC3Uj5ginE0gRVMCM78y4ukUSk7Z+XK7WmpepnFkSeH5IicEIeckyq5ITVSJ5w8kmfySt6sJ+vFerc+Zq05K5vZJ39gff4AVPWVKA==</latexit>

eiĜ✓
<latexit sha1_base64="XGaIEmBgAy3yDbbc9gwUCV9W34I=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKqMeiF48V7Ic0oWy2m2bpbjbsToQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBXcgOt+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUMSrTlLWpEkr3QmKY4AlrAwfBeqlmRIaCdcPx7czvPjFtuEoeYJKyQJJRwiNOCVjp0Y8JYF/HalCtuXV3DrxKvILUUIHWoPrlDxXNJEuACmJM33NTCHKigVPBphU/MywldExGrG9pQiQzQT4/eIrPrDLEkdK2EsBz9fdETqQxExnaTkkgNsveTPzP62cQXQc5T9IMWEIXi6JMYFB49j0ecs0oiIklhGpub8U0JppQsBlVbAje8surpNOoe5f1xv1FrXlTxFFGJ+gUnSMPXaEmukMt1EYUSfSMXtGbo50X5935WLSWnGLmGP2B8/kDge+QOQ==</latexit>

⇢̂
<latexit sha1_base64="K7WQRTdsvy4OXqr/pxJrwUHNwhY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WSxCvZSkiHosevFYwX5AE8pmu2mWbjZhd6KU2p/ixYMiXv0l3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBangGhzn2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwrZNMUdaiiUhUNyCaCS5ZCzgI1k0VI3EgWCcY3cz8zgNTmifyHsYp82MylDzklICR+nbZiwhgT0VJ1YOIATnr2xWn5syBV4mbkwrK0ezbX94goVnMJFBBtO65Tgr+hCjgVLBpycs0SwkdkSHrGSpJzLQ/mZ8+xadGGeAwUaYk4Ln6e2JCYq3HcWA6YwKRXvZm4n9eL4Pwyp9wmWbAJF0sCjOBIcGzHPCAK0ZBjA0hVHFzK6YRUYSCSatkQnCXX14l7XrNvajV784rjes8jiI6Rieoilx0iRroFjVRC1H0iJ7RK3qznqwX6936WLQWrHzmCP2B9fkDdiyTfQ==</latexit>

⇢̂(✓)

compare 

why	interesting?		

<latexit sha1_base64="HVLUcPfBzygGrb8FLo/Oyxk0zzc=">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</latexit>

⇢̂ =
X

p(�) | �
aih �

a |⌦ | �
b ih 

�
b |

<latexit sha1_base64="ZIn4zQpC61CAsey/DCsuwCIp9pk=">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</latexit>

⇢̂ 6=
X

p(�) | �
aih �

a |⌦ | �
b ih 

�
b |

CHARACTERIZE ENTANGLEMENT DYNAMICALLY  



Quantum technologies 
in a nutshell

| iinitial
<latexit sha1_base64="2amBVBBi717Kf3lE/5SlPcm13XM=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KrhxEyyCq5JUse2u6MZlBfuAzjBk0rQNzWSGJCOUtgt/xY0LRdz6G+78GzNtBRU9EDiccy8354SJ4Nog9OEsLa+srq3nNvKbW9s7u+7eflPHqaKsQWMRq3ZINBNcsobhRrB2ohiJQsFa4fAq81t3TGkey1szSpgfkb7kPU6JsVLgHk68RHNPEdkXLBhzyQ0nYhq4BVRECGGMYUZw+QJZUq1WSrgCcWZZFMAC9cB997oxTSMmDRVE6w5GifHHRBlOBZvmvVSzhNAh6bOOpZJETPvj2f+n8MQqXdiLlX3SwJn6fWNMIq1HUWgnI2IG+reXiX95ndT0Kr4NlaSGSTo/1EsFNDHMyoBdrhg1YmQJocpGp5AOiCLU2MrytoSvpPB/0iwV8VkR3ZwXapeLOnLgCByDU4BBGdTANaiDBqBgAh7AE3h27p1H58V5nY8uOYudA/ADztsnXDSW+Q==</latexit>

geodesic	

Program: introduce a “speed” and a “distance” in the Hilbert space. 

S(✓) =
d

d✓
D(✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="WomD8NVZH7clzi7lrDHeYJrIMoQ=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAjVRUlU0I1Q1IXLivYBTSiT6aQdOnkwcyOUkH9w46+4caGIWzfu/BunbQRtPXDhcM65zNzjxYIrsKwvY25+YXFpubBSXF1b39g0t7YbKkokZXUaiUi2PKKY4CGrAwfBWrFkJPAEa3qDy5HfvGdS8Si8g2HM3ID0Qu5zSkBLHfPwtuxAnwE5wOfY8SWhOO3iTM9EzvDVT6BjlqyKNQaeJXZOSihHrWN+Ot2IJgELgQqiVNu2YnBTIoFTwbKikygWEzogPdbWNCQBU246vinD+1rpYj+SekLAY/X3RkoCpYaBp5MBgb6a9kbif147Af/MTXkYJ8BCOnnITwSGCI8Kwl0uGQUx1IRQyfVfMe0TXQzoGou6BHv65FnSOKrYxxXr5qRUvcjrKKBdtIfKyEanqIquUQ3VEUUP6Am9oFfj0Xg23oz3SXTOyHd20B8YH99N4JyN</latexit>

An algorithm drives the initial state (e.g. a register) to the target state (solution of the task) along 
the shortest path and as fast as possible given finite resources (minimizing a cost function)

Vision: characterize “dynamically” QT & entanglement

e.g.: Grover search algorithm,
quantum simulations, …

<latexit sha1_base64="HUM0wlPkWsqi3djinvsopV1giZg=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJlgEV2WmHdq6K7pxWcE+oDOUTJq2oZlkSDJCGQv+ihsXirj1O9z5N2baCip64MLhnHu5954wZlRpx/mwciura+sb+c3C1vbO7p69f9BWIpGYtLBgQnZDpAijnLQ01Yx0Y0lQFDLSCSeXmd+5JVJRwW/0NCZBhEacDilG2kh9++jOjxX1JeIjRvqpSHSc6FnfLjql83q17FWhU3Kcmlt2M1KueRUPukbJUARLNPv2uz8QOIkI15ghpXquE+sgRVJTzMis4CeKxAhP0Ij0DOUoIipI5+fP4KlRBnAopCmu4Vz9PpGiSKlpFJrOCOmx+u1l4l9eL9HDepBSbl4iHC8WDRMGtYBZFnBAJcGaTQ1BWFJzK8RjJBHWJrGCCeHrU/g/aZdLbrVUufaKjYtlHHlwDE7AGXBBDTTAFWiCFsAgBQ/gCTxb99aj9WK9Llpz1nLmEPyA9fYJ7XaWyA==</latexit>

| ioutput



Maximize the distance ( = move as fast as possible for a given   ) between the input and the output 
states given finite resources (minimizing a cost function)

Vision: characterize “dynamically” QT & entanglement

<latexit sha1_base64="CbSnBModNfOsPQb+Vg8auWYxIEg=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU1GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt2kw27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80jUo1hwZXUul2wAxIEUMDBUpoJxpYFEhoBaPbqd96Am2Eih9wnIAfsUEsQsEZWqnZxSEg65UrbtWdgS4TLycVkqPeK391+4qnEcTIJTOm47kJ+hnTKLiESambGkgYH7EBdCyNWQTGz2bXTuiJVfo0VNpWjHSm/p7IWGTMOApsZ8RwaBa9qfif10kxvPYzEScpQszni8JUUlR0+jrtCw0c5dgSxrWwt1I+ZJpxtAGVbAje4svLpHlW9S6r5/cXldpNHkeRHJFjcko8ckVq5I7USYNw8kieySt5c5Tz4rw7H/PWgpPPHJI/cD5/AKaTjzA=</latexit>

✓

e.g.: phase estimation

<latexit sha1_base64="HUM0wlPkWsqi3djinvsopV1giZg=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJlgEV2WmHdq6K7pxWcE+oDOUTJq2oZlkSDJCGQv+ihsXirj1O9z5N2baCip64MLhnHu5954wZlRpx/mwciura+sb+c3C1vbO7p69f9BWIpGYtLBgQnZDpAijnLQ01Yx0Y0lQFDLSCSeXmd+5JVJRwW/0NCZBhEacDilG2kh9++jOjxX1JeIjRvqpSHSc6FnfLjql83q17FWhU3Kcmlt2M1KueRUPukbJUARLNPv2uz8QOIkI15ghpXquE+sgRVJTzMis4CeKxAhP0Ij0DOUoIipI5+fP4KlRBnAopCmu4Vz9PpGiSKlpFJrOCOmx+u1l4l9eL9HDepBSbl4iHC8WDRMGtYBZFnBAJcGaTQ1BWFJzK8RjJBHWJrGCCeHrU/g/aZdLbrVUufaKjYtlHHlwDE7AGXBBDTTAFWiCFsAgBQ/gCTxb99aj9WK9Llpz1nLmEPyA9fYJ7XaWyA==</latexit>

| ioutput| iinitial
<latexit sha1_base64="2amBVBBi717Kf3lE/5SlPcm13XM=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1KrhxEyyCq5JUse2u6MZlBfuAzjBk0rQNzWSGJCOUtgt/xY0LRdz6G+78GzNtBRU9EDiccy8354SJ4Nog9OEsLa+srq3nNvKbW9s7u+7eflPHqaKsQWMRq3ZINBNcsobhRrB2ohiJQsFa4fAq81t3TGkey1szSpgfkb7kPU6JsVLgHk68RHNPEdkXLBhzyQ0nYhq4BVRECGGMYUZw+QJZUq1WSrgCcWZZFMAC9cB997oxTSMmDRVE6w5GifHHRBlOBZvmvVSzhNAh6bOOpZJETPvj2f+n8MQqXdiLlX3SwJn6fWNMIq1HUWgnI2IG+reXiX95ndT0Kr4NlaSGSTo/1EsFNDHMyoBdrhg1YmQJocpGp5AOiCLU2MrytoSvpPB/0iwV8VkR3ZwXapeLOnLgCByDU4BBGdTANaiDBqBgAh7AE3h27p1H58V5nY8uOYudA/ADztsnXDSW+Q==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7griuYCxt0ivR2V/0c1ujKjkadI=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgaZk1yUZvQS8eI5gHJEuYnUySMbMPZnqFsOQfvHhQxKv/482/cTaJoKIFDUVVN91dfiyFBkI+rNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6ShRjDdZJCPV8anmUoS8CQIk78SK08CXvO1PrjK/fc+VFlF4C9OYewEdhWIoGAUjtXow5kD7xRKxq7Va2b3AxCblikvcjDik6lSxY5M5SmiJRr/43htELAl4CExSrbsOicFLqQLBJJ8VeonmMWUTOuJdQ0MacO2l82tn+MQoAzyMlKkQ8Fz9PpHSQOtp4JvOgMJY//Yy8S+vm8Dw3EtFGCfAQ7ZYNEwkhghnr+OBUJyBnBpCmRLmVszGVFEGJqCCCeHrU/w/aZ3ZjmuXbyql+uUyjjw6QsfoFDmohuroGjVQEzF0hx7QE3q2IuvRerFeF605azlziH7AevsECcyPdA==</latexit>

✓

Program: introduce a “speed” and a “distance” in the Hilbert space. 

S(✓) =
d

d✓
D(✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="WomD8NVZH7clzi7lrDHeYJrIMoQ=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAjVRUlU0I1Q1IXLivYBTSiT6aQdOnkwcyOUkH9w46+4caGIWzfu/BunbQRtPXDhcM65zNzjxYIrsKwvY25+YXFpubBSXF1b39g0t7YbKkokZXUaiUi2PKKY4CGrAwfBWrFkJPAEa3qDy5HfvGdS8Si8g2HM3ID0Qu5zSkBLHfPwtuxAnwE5wOfY8SWhOO3iTM9EzvDVT6BjlqyKNQaeJXZOSihHrWN+Ot2IJgELgQqiVNu2YnBTIoFTwbKikygWEzogPdbWNCQBU246vinD+1rpYj+SekLAY/X3RkoCpYaBp5MBgb6a9kbif147Af/MTXkYJ8BCOnnITwSGCI8Kwl0uGQUx1IRQyfVfMe0TXQzoGou6BHv65FnSOKrYxxXr5qRUvcjrKKBdtIfKyEanqIquUQ3VEUUP6Am9oFfj0Xg23oz3SXTOyHd20B8YH99N4JyN</latexit>

Quantum technologies 
in a nutshell
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When an entangled state is metrologically useful?
a simple argument  

Wigner distribution of a spin-coherent and a maximally  entangled state

The interferometer rotates the state in the Bloch sphere. 
Sensitivity is proportional to the minimum displacement 
such the the final state becomes orthogonal to the initial one.



STATISTICAL DISTANCES AND SPEEDS 



Distance between probability distributions

and speed

Introduce a function that, in analogy with distances among points in space, 
measures how far away (how much different) are two probability distributions:

triangular inequality
<latexit sha1_base64="/bFxwlwzq3jtdkgx9ma/Y4LqzX0=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNrVfDiZTAInsKuCnoMevEYwTwgWULvZDYZMju7zvQKIUbwV7x4UMSrv+HNv3HyOGhiQUNR1T3TXWEqhUHP+3YWFpeWV1Zza/n1jc2tbXdnt2qSTDNeYYlMdD0Ew6VQvIICJa+nmkMcSl4Le1cjv3bPtRGJusV+yoMYOkpEggFaqeXuoxagOpkE/UjtG3cZSIH9llvwit4YdJ74U1IgU5Rb7leznbAs5gqZBGMavpdiMACNgkk+zDczw1NgPejwhqUKYm6CwXj/IT2ySptGibalkI7V3xMDiI3px6HtjAG7ZtYbif95jQyji2AgVJohV2zyUZRJigkdhUHbQnOGsm8JMC3srpR1QQNDG1nehuDPnjxPqidF/7To3ZwVSpfTOHLkgBySY+KTc1Ii16RMKoSRB/JMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox6R1wZnO7JE/cD5/AOCylqU=</latexit>

D[p(x), q(x)] � 0
<latexit sha1_base64="Qy+IaztHDkkxEkD8ZyKVSRjmu40=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSJUkJKIoMuiLlxWsA9IQ5lMJ+3QySTOTKQl9FfcuFDErT/izr9x2mahrQfu5XDOvcydEyScKe0439bK6tr6xmZhq7i9s7u3bx+UmipOJaENEvNYtgOsKGeCNjTTnLYTSXEUcNoKhjdTv/VEpWKxeNDjhPoR7gsWMoK1kbp26dZLKqPTs0fTfNTpU+R07bJTdWZAy8TNSRly1Lv2V6cXkzSiQhOOlfJcJ9F+hqVmhNNJsZMqmmAyxH3qGSpwRJWfzW6foBOj9FAYS1NCo5n6eyPDkVLjKDCTEdYDtehNxf88L9XhlZ8xkaSaCjJ/KEw50jGaBoF6TFKi+dgQTCQztyIywBITbeIqmhDcxS8vk+Z51XWq7v1FuXadx1GAIziGCrhwCTW4gzo0gMAInuEV3qyJ9WK9Wx/z0RUr3zmEP7A+fwAsepKS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qy+IaztHDkkxEkD8ZyKVSRjmu40=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSJUkJKIoMuiLlxWsA9IQ5lMJ+3QySTOTKQl9FfcuFDErT/izr9x2mahrQfu5XDOvcydEyScKe0439bK6tr6xmZhq7i9s7u3bx+UmipOJaENEvNYtgOsKGeCNjTTnLYTSXEUcNoKhjdTv/VEpWKxeNDjhPoR7gsWMoK1kbp26dZLKqPTs0fTfNTpU+R07bJTdWZAy8TNSRly1Lv2V6cXkzSiQhOOlfJcJ9F+hqVmhNNJsZMqmmAyxH3qGSpwRJWfzW6foBOj9FAYS1NCo5n6eyPDkVLjKDCTEdYDtehNxf88L9XhlZ8xkaSaCjJ/KEw50jGaBoF6TFKi+dgQTCQztyIywBITbeIqmhDcxS8vk+Z51XWq7v1FuXadx1GAIziGCrhwCTW4gzo0gMAInuEV3qyJ9WK9Wx/z0RUr3zmEP7A+fwAsepKS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qy+IaztHDkkxEkD8ZyKVSRjmu40=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSJUkJKIoMuiLlxWsA9IQ5lMJ+3QySTOTKQl9FfcuFDErT/izr9x2mahrQfu5XDOvcydEyScKe0439bK6tr6xmZhq7i9s7u3bx+UmipOJaENEvNYtgOsKGeCNjTTnLYTSXEUcNoKhjdTv/VEpWKxeNDjhPoR7gsWMoK1kbp26dZLKqPTs0fTfNTpU+R07bJTdWZAy8TNSRly1Lv2V6cXkzSiQhOOlfJcJ9F+hqVmhNNJsZMqmmAyxH3qGSpwRJWfzW6foBOj9FAYS1NCo5n6eyPDkVLjKDCTEdYDtehNxf88L9XhlZ8xkaSaCjJ/KEw50jGaBoF6TFKi+dgQTCQztyIywBITbeIqmhDcxS8vk+Z51XWq7v1FuXadx1GAIziGCrhwCTW4gzo0gMAInuEV3qyJ9WK9Wx/z0RUr3zmEP7A+fwAsepKS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qy+IaztHDkkxEkD8ZyKVSRjmu40=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSJUkJKIoMuiLlxWsA9IQ5lMJ+3QySTOTKQl9FfcuFDErT/izr9x2mahrQfu5XDOvcydEyScKe0439bK6tr6xmZhq7i9s7u3bx+UmipOJaENEvNYtgOsKGeCNjTTnLYTSXEUcNoKhjdTv/VEpWKxeNDjhPoR7gsWMoK1kbp26dZLKqPTs0fTfNTpU+R07bJTdWZAy8TNSRly1Lv2V6cXkzSiQhOOlfJcJ9F+hqVmhNNJsZMqmmAyxH3qGSpwRJWfzW6foBOj9FAYS1NCo5n6eyPDkVLjKDCTEdYDtehNxf88L9XhlZ8xkaSaCjJ/KEw50jGaBoF6TFKi+dgQTCQztyIywBITbeIqmhDcxS8vk+Z51XWq7v1FuXadx1GAIziGCrhwCTW4gzo0gMAInuEV3qyJ9WK9Wx/z0RUr3zmEP7A+fwAsepKS</latexit>

D[p(x), q(x)] +D[q(x), r(x)] � D[p(x), r(x)]
<latexit sha1_base64="BpBX+eCckGwZoLoPbR5eKoEwDok=">AAACE3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokIqUFUJIMFYQQfGItGHlEaV47qtVccJtoOoov4DC7/CwgBCrCxs/A1OmgFajmT7+Jx7Zd/jhYxKZVnfRm5hcWl5Jb9aWFvf2Nwyt3eaMogEJg0csEC0PSQJo5w0FFWMtENBkO8x0vJGV4nfuidC0oDfqnFIXB8NOO1TjJSWuuZRzQlLD4flO725xzUnOcsiucDOgMDMTYWuWbQqVgo4T+yMFEGGetf86vQCHPmEK8yQlI5thcqNkVAUMzIpdCJJQoRHaEAcTTnyiXTjdKYJPNBKD/YDoRdXMFV/d8TIl3Lse7rSR2ooZ71E/M9zItW/cGPKw0gRjqcP9SMGVQCTgGCPCoIVG2uCsKD6rxAPkUBY6RgLOgR7duR50jyp2KcV6+asWL3M4siDPbAPSsAG56AKrkEdNAAGj+AZvII348l4Md6Nj2lpzsh6dsEfGJ8/ZwSauA==</latexit>

D[p(x), q(x)] = 0 iff p(x) = q(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="43x0TK80pWuoFzg/L36T2JS88xQ=">AAACB3icbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9WjIMEhTJDRqqCXwVAPHie4F+jKSLN0C0vTmqTiKNvJi1/FiwdFvPoVvPltTLcedPpAwp/f/3lInr8XMSqVZX0Zubn5hcWl/HJhZXVtfcPc3GrIMBaY1HHIQtHykCSMclJXVDHSigRBgcdI0xtcpH7zjghJQ36jhhFxA9Tj1KcYKY065u6lE5XuDw5v9eXCCrTG1PfHKaqkqGMWrbI1KfhX2JkogqxqHfOz3Q1xHBCuMENSOrYVKTdBQlHMyKjQjiWJEB6gHnG05Cgg0k0me4zgviZd6IdCH67ghP6cSFAg5TDwdGeAVF/Oein8z3Ni5Z+5CeVRrAjH04f8mEEVwjQU2KWCYMWGWiAsqP4rxH0kEFY6uoIOwZ5d+a9oHJXt47J1fVKsnmdx5MEO2AMlYINTUAVXoAbqAIMH8ARewKvxaDwbb8b7tDVnZDPb4FcZH99Bm5cC</latexit>

i)

ii)

iii)

S(✓) = lim
✏!0

D[P (x|✓ + ✏), P (x|✓)]
✏

<latexit sha1_base64="1VX0dSNOdsS3yUvJjULSVsbMomM=">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</latexit>

Consider a probability distribution that depends continuously on a parameter 



a few examples of distances between two points 

1-norm 
distance

“Manhattan distance”. How may blocks a 
taxy cab must travel to reach the destination 
in a (n-dimensional) New York 

2-norm 
distance

Euclidean distance. Our intuitive idea of distance 
between two points in n-dimensional space 

infinity-norm distance “Chessboard distance” the number of moves a 
King should travel between two squares in a 
(n -dimensional )chessboard  

p ! 1
<latexit sha1_base64="iWcGnCAwiR5AQlRX54rOzKZoACg=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj04rGC/YA2ls120y7dbMLuRCmh/8OLB0W8+l+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk414w0Wy1i3A2q4FIo3UKDk7URzGgWSt4LRzdRvPXJtRKzucZxwP6IDJULBKFrpIUtIF2PSFSrE8aRXKrsVdwayTLyclCFHvVf66vZjlkZcIZPUmI7nJuhnVKNgkk+K3dTwhLIRHfCOpYpG3PjZ7OoJObVKn4SxtqWQzNTfExmNjBlHge2MKA7NojcV//M6KYZXfiZUkiJXbL4oTCWxj04jIH2hOUM5toQyLeythA2ppgxtUEUbgrf48jJpViveeaV6d1GuXedxFOAYTuAMPLiEGtxCHRrAQMMzvMKb8+S8OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fbQSSdw==</latexit>

Minkovski ~1900 	

Čebyšëv ~1850 	

<latexit sha1_base64="ClWfv/Rh9HVRUmh5MeOkQ//vmpo=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMMJgUSGxUCWAgAWpgoWxSPQhtWnkuG5r1XYi20FUaRcWfoWFAYRY+Qc2/ganzQAtR7q6R+fcK/ueIGJUacf5tubmFxaXlnMr+dW19Y1Ne2u7qsJYYlLBIQtlPUCKMCpIRVPNSD2SBPGAkVrQv0792j2RiobiTg8i4nHUFbRDMdJG8u092FQx9xN66Y5aAg4ffNpC8ChtwdC3C07RGQPOEjcjBZCh7NtfzXaIY06Exgwp1XCdSHsJkppiRkb5ZqxIhHAfdUnDUIE4UV4yvmIED4zShp1QmhIajtXfGwniSg14YCY50j017aXif14j1p0LL6EiijURePJQJ2ZQhzCNBLapJFizgSEIS2r+CnEPSYS1CS5vQnCnT54l1eOie1Y8uT0tlK6yOHJgF+yDQ+CCc1ACN6AMKgCDR/AMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx2R0zsp2dsAfWJ8/i36X+g==</latexit> nX

i=1

|xa
i � xb

i |

<latexit sha1_base64="cyZNdeKeqvx9JSJU0ZzOxekzWpM=">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</latexit> 
nX

i=1

|xa
i � xb

i |2
!1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="CHWIeiuUnLx7lmPt1B2GZklU9RY=">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</latexit>

lim

 
nX

i=1

|xa
i � xb

i |p
!1/p



Hilbert-Schmidt	distance		

Trace	distance	(Kolmogorov	distance)	 Trace	speed	

Hellinger	distance	

f2 =
X

x

px(✓)

✓
@

@✓
log px(✓)

◆2

<latexit sha1_base64="c6ZxfEK+Ku0TABYe9uLOz0IC8Os=">AAACRHicbVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevQyGIR4CbtR0IsgevEYwUQhG5fZSW8yZPbBTK8kLPk4L36AN7/AiwdFvIqTBxKjBQNFVTXdU34ihUbbfrZyc/MLi0vLK/nVtfWNzcLWdl3HqeJQ47GM1a3PNEgRQQ0FSrhNFLDQl3Djdy+G/s09KC3i6Br7CTRD1o5EIDhDI3mFRuBVTqmr09Dr0cTrlVzsALID6koIsETdQDGeuQlTKJgc/DA6zg1MLm5nU4NGUaLdwYO7ilco2mV7BPqXOBNSJBNUvcKT24p5GkKEXDKtG46dYDMbbuQSBnk31ZAw3mVtaBgasRB0MxuVMKD7RmnRIFbmRUhH6vRExkKt+6FvkiHDjp71huJ/XiPF4KSZiShJESI+XhSkkmJMh43SllDAUfYNYVwJcyvlHWZqQ9N73pTgzH75L6lXys5huXJ1VDw7n9SxTHbJHikRhxyTM3JJqqRGOHkgL+SNvFuP1qv1YX2OozlrMrNDfsH6+gaI0LHR</latexit>

Fisher	information	

fhs =

"
X

x

✓
@

@✓
log px(✓)

◆2
#1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="WZxksrk/cM1z8SlU9p39ROiCUyM=">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</latexit>

a few examples of statistical distances and speeds 

f1 =
X

x

����
@ px(✓)

@✓

����
<latexit sha1_base64="FJpNuU9nvzp2QkAWjyxoEU759Ok=">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</latexit>

Hilbert-Schmidt	speed	

<latexit sha1_base64="lGyEiGJ0Wr+kZ7e09jjvEYZ9a9o=">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</latexit>⇣1
2

X

x

(
p
px �p

qx)
2
⌘1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="kszKUjjHWHI3H4HmjqWzMowuQnU=">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</latexit>⇣1
2

X

x

|px � qx|2
⌘1/2



distances and speeds depend on the measured observable.  
In some cases it is possible to maximize over all POVM  

P (x|✓) = Tr[⇢̂(✓)Êx]
<latexit sha1_base64="M0+yK0L7hvlTAv75O9EY1GwxuCE=">AAACF3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2AR6qbMVEE3QlEElxV6g85QMmnaCc1cSM5Iy9i3cOOruHGhiFvd+TamF0Fbfwj8fOccTs7vxYIrsKwvI7O0vLK6ll3PbWxube+Yu3t1FSWSshqNRCSbHlFM8JDVgINgzVgyEniCNbz+1bjeuGNS8SiswjBmbkB6Ie9ySkCjtlmsFAb3DvgMyDG+wFXZcnwCqSP9aFT44RN0PWoP3LaZt4rWRHjR2DOTRzNV2uan04loErAQqCBKtWwrBjclEjgVbJRzEsViQvukx1rahiRgyk0nd43wkSYd3I2kfiHgCf09kZJAqWHg6c6AgK/ma2P4X62VQPfcTXkYJ8BCOl3UTQSGCI9Dwh0uGQUx1IZQyfVfMfWJJBR0lDkdgj1/8qKpl4r2SbF0e5ovX87iyKIDdIgKyEZnqIxuUAXVEEUP6Am9oFfj0Xg23oz3aWvGmM3soz8yPr4BEq2fQw==</latexit>

Quantum distances and speeds among density matrices

<latexit sha1_base64="zrVZxbzzc84Emg6t0hFdeHr+BsI=">AAACA3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSdboJFcFVmVNSNUBRBdxXsBdphyKSZNjTJDElGLMOAG1/FjQtF3PoS7nwb03YW2vpD4OM/53By/iBmVGnH+bYKc/MLi0vF5dLK6tr6hr251VBRIjGp44hFshUgRRgVpK6pZqQVS4J4wEgzGFyO6s17IhWNxJ0exsTjqCdoSDHSxvLtnY5KuP8AO32k06vM0PmEbzLfLjsVZyw4C24OZZCr5ttfnW6EE06Exgwp1XadWHspkppiRrJSJ1EkRniAeqRtUCBOlJeOb8jgvnG6MIykeULDsft7IkVcqSEPTCdHuq+mayPzv1o70eGZl1IRJ5oIPFkUJgzqCI4CgV0qCdZsaABhSc1fIe4jibA2sZVMCO70ybPQOKy4J5Wj2+Ny9SKPowh2wR44AC44BVVwDWqgDjB4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59TFoLVj6zDf7I+vwBbOeXYw==</latexit>X

x

Êx = Î

<latexit sha1_base64="153JzAD2XVrMbqoX15mTzQRTUDc=">AAACCXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lU1GNRBI8V7Ac0pWy2k3TpZhN3N2IJvXrxr3jxoIhX/4E3/43bNgdtfTDweG+GmXl+wpnSjvNtFRYWl5ZXiqultfWNzS17e6eh4lRSqNOYx7LlEwWcCahrpjm0Egkk8jk0/cHl2G/eg1QsFrd6mEAnIqFgAaNEG6lrY48TEXLAXp/o7GrUfcCezJUQ7rDTtctOxZkAzxM3J2WUo9a1v7xeTNMIhKacKNV2nUR3MiI1oxxGJS9VkBA6ICG0DRUkAtXJJp+M8IFRejiIpSmh8UT9PZGRSKlh5JvOiOi+mvXG4n9eO9XBeSdjIkk1CDpdFKQc6xiPY8E9JoFqPjSEUMnMrZj2iSRUm/BKJgR39uV50jiquKeV45uTcvUij6OI9tA+OkQuOkNVdI1qqI4oekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufUxbC1Y+s4v+wPr8AXoKmY0=</latexit>

hÊxi � 0
<latexit sha1_base64="K9s216lq5G1NnzraOeYQjeDqDxM=">AAACDXicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXboJVcFVmVNRlUQSXFewF2qFk0kwbmsmMSUYsQ30AN76KGxeKuHXvzrcxvSC19YfAl/+cQ3J+P+ZMacf5tjJz8wuLS9nl3Mrq2vqGvblVUVEiCS2TiEey5mNFORO0rJnmtBZLikOf06rfvRjUq3dUKhaJG92LqRfitmABI1gbq2nvNTpYp5f95v0D+kXUEPR24tq0807BGQrNgjuGPIxVatpfjVZEkpAKTThWqu46sfZSLDUjnPZzjUTRGJMubtO6QYFDqrx0uE0f7RunhYJImiM0GrqTEykOleqFvukMse6o6drA/K9WT3Rw5qVMxImmgoweChKOdIQG0aAWk5Ro3jOAiWTmr4h0sMREmwBzJgR3euVZqBwW3JPC0fVxvng+jiMLO7ALB+DCKRThCkpQBgKP8Ayv8GY9WS/Wu/Uxas1Y45lt+CPr8wdgr5vA</latexit>

Êx Êx 6= Êx



Fisher	information	

Helstrom, Wooters, Braunstein and Caves, ‘80s 	

Important example: 

Hellinger	distance	 Bures	distance	

max	
POVM	

max	
POVM	

@

@✓
<latexit sha1_base64="SRqoiAFq66glyvBZ6zklVxfF4aE=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GS2Cq5JUQZdFNy4r2As0oUymk3boZBJmToQSunbjq7hxoYhbn8Cdb+OkjaCtPwx8/OecmTl/kAiuwXG+rKXlldW19dJGeXNre2fX3ttv6ThVlDVpLGLVCYhmgkvWBA6CdRLFSBQI1g5G13m9fc+U5rG8g3HC/IgMJA85JWCsnn3khYrQzEuIAk7EJMM/iD0YMiCTnl1xqs5UeBHcAiqoUKNnf3r9mKYRk0AF0brrOgn4WX4rFWxS9lLNEkJHZMC6BiWJmPaz6SoTfGKcPg5jZY4EPHV/T2Qk0nocBaYzIjDU87Xc/K/WTSG89DMukxSYpLOHwlRgiHGeC+5zxSiIsQFCFTd/xXRITDZg0iubENz5lRehVau6Z9Xa7XmlflXEUUKH6BidIhddoDq6QQ3URBQ9oCf0gl6tR+vZerPeZ61LVjFzgP7I+vgGF+ybJQ==</latexit>

@

@✓
<latexit sha1_base64="SRqoiAFq66glyvBZ6zklVxfF4aE=">AAACCnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GS2Cq5JUQZdFNy4r2As0oUymk3boZBJmToQSunbjq7hxoYhbn8Cdb+OkjaCtPwx8/OecmTl/kAiuwXG+rKXlldW19dJGeXNre2fX3ttv6ThVlDVpLGLVCYhmgkvWBA6CdRLFSBQI1g5G13m9fc+U5rG8g3HC/IgMJA85JWCsnn3khYrQzEuIAk7EJMM/iD0YMiCTnl1xqs5UeBHcAiqoUKNnf3r9mKYRk0AF0brrOgn4WX4rFWxS9lLNEkJHZMC6BiWJmPaz6SoTfGKcPg5jZY4EPHV/T2Qk0nocBaYzIjDU87Xc/K/WTSG89DMukxSYpLOHwlRgiHGeC+5zxSiIsQFCFTd/xXRITDZg0iubENz5lRehVau6Z9Xa7XmlflXEUUKH6BidIhddoDq6QQ3URBQ9oCf0gl6tR+vZerPeZ61LVjFzgP7I+vgGF+ybJQ==</latexit>

quantum	Fisher	information	

with	pure	states	
Independent  
of POVM !!!!	

<latexit sha1_base64="jXiuqJI1ZsUbzbUvfKSoP2GQvQo=">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</latexit>⇣
1� Tr

qp
⇢(✓)⇢

p
⇢(✓)

�⌘1/2

⇢̂(✓) = e�iĤ✓⇢̂ eiĤ✓

<latexit sha1_base64="tYT3vZg9LBi2SVCnzV495Vd92kA=">AAACM3icbVDJSgNBFOxxjXGLevTSGAQ9GGZU0IsQ9BI8RTCJkImhp/PiNOlZ6H4jhGH8Ji/+iAdBPCji1X+ws4BLLGgoqurx+pUXS6HRtp+tqemZ2bn53EJ+cWl5ZbWwtl7XUaI41HgkI3XlMQ1ShFBDgRKuYgUs8CQ0vN7ZwG/cgtIiCi+xH0MrYDeh6ArO0EjtwrnrM0xd5UfZjos+INulJxSu0z1Bh1YloyM9+07eDQITfrtQtEv2EHSSOGNSJGNU24VHtxPxJIAQuWRaNx07xlbKFAouIcu7iYaY8R67gaahIQtAt9LhzRndNkqHdiNlXoh0qP6cSFmgdT/wTDJg6Ou/3kD8z2sm2D1upSKME4SQjxZ1E0kxooMCaUco4Cj7hjCuhPkr5T5TjKOpOW9KcP6ePEnq+yXnoGRfHBbLp+M6cmSTbJEd4pAjUiYVUiU1wsk9eSKv5M16sF6sd+tjFJ2yxjMb5Beszy9j2atm</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="5QX2/Dfw5EvnOx6e/ghKBhsOTVg=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEbl5uXxiB4CjMxqBchqIccI5gFMmPo6fQkTXoWumuEOER/xYsHRbz6H978GzvJHDTxQcHjvSqq6nmx4Aos69tYWFxaXlnNreXXNza3ts2d3YaKEklZnUYiki2PKCZ4yOrAQbBWLBkJPMGa3uBq7DfvmVQ8Cm9hGDM3IL2Q+5wS0FLH3L8oP2LnmgkgdyXs9Amk1VHHLFhFawI8T+yMFFCGWsf8croRTQIWAhVEqbZtxeCmRAKngo3yTqJYTOiA9Fhb05AETLnp5PoRPtJKF/uR1BUCnqi/J1ISKDUMPN0ZEOirWW8s/ue1E/DP3ZSHcQIspNNFfiIwRHgcBe5yySiIoSaESq5vxbRPJKGgA8vrEOzZl+dJo1S0T4snN+VC5TKLI4cO0CE6RjY6QxVURTVURxQ9oGf0it6MJ+PFeDc+pq0LRjazh/7A+PwBD32UWQ==</latexit>

= 4 �2
Ĥ

<latexit sha1_base64="8VGyqyh/KlcXEp2e105ecC0bSFs=">AAACKXicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei1AXlpkq6kYounFZwVahU0smvW1DM5khuSOUsb/jxl9xo6CoW3/E9LHQ1gOBk3Puvck9QSyFQdf9dGZm5+YXFpeWMyura+sb2c2tqokSzaHCIxnp24AZkEJBBQVKuI01sDCQcBN0Lwb+zT1oIyJ1jb0Y6iFrK9ESnKGVGtnSGfUD0c57B/TBl0y1JVA/NiLvYweQWdFeqK9HzsOweP8u9agf2bG02G9kc27BHYJOE29McmSMciP76jcjnoSgkEtmTM1zY6ynTKPgEvoZPzEQM95lbahZqlgIpp4ON+3TPas0aSvS9iikQ/V3R8pCY3phYCtDhh0z6Q3E/7xagq3TeipUnCAoPnqolUiKER3ERptCA0fZs4RxLexfKe8wzTjacDM2BG9y5WlSLRa848Lh1VGudD6OY4nskF2SJx45ISVyScqkQjh5JM/kjbw7T86L8+F8jUpnnHHPNvkD5/sH0ZmlLg==</latexit>

=
�
1� |h (✓| i|

� 1
2

<latexit sha1_base64="TkQ3e1clOlFiSPgtRajiTFYjpmg=">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</latexit>⇣
1�

p
P(✓) ·

p
P
⌘1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="JNKUCIdlIBAl9cnYt6jL3V8ZLNc=">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</latexit>p
P(✓) ·

p
P ⌘

X

x

p
Px(✓)

p
Px

<latexit sha1_base64="bDnTJtnxm09GuvgQc6+V0z6KG38=">AAACHHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARXJSatKJuhKKbLqvYCyShTKaTdujkwsxEKCEP4sZXceNCETcuBN/GaRpQWw8MfPz/OZw5vxsxKqRhfGmFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7R9/d64gw5pi0cchC3nORIIwGpC2pZKQXcYJ8l5GuO76e+t17wgUNgzs5iYjjo2FAPYqRVFJfr0M7sUdIJrdpBWZg81GY2ulJDV5CCq1Ma6aVH8/p62WjamQFF8HMoQzyavX1D3sQ4tgngcQMCWGZRiSdBHFJMSNpyY4FiRAeoyGxFAbIJ8JJsuNSeKSUAfRCrl4gYab+nkiQL8TEd1Wnj+RIzHtT8T/PiqV34SQ0iGJJAjxb5MUMyhBOk4IDygmWbKIAYU7VXyEeIY6wVHmWVAjm/MmL0KlVzbNq/ea03LjK4yiCA3AIjoEJzkEDNEELtAEGD+AJvIBX7VF71t6091lrQctn9sGf0j6/AdamoUA=</latexit>

{R̂, ⇢̂}/2 = i[Ĥ, ⇢̂]
<latexit sha1_base64="iyLeEVOjJt1ZmaZevz67SCrytTI=">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</latexit>

L =
1

2

@ lnPx(✓)

@✓

���
✓=0

<latexit sha1_base64="Pm6yNAjejvWymYkKomSDySVO46U=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXrEcvi0XwVJJa1ItQVMSDhwr2A9pYNtttu3SzCbsTsYT6U7x4UMSrf8Sb/8Ztm4O2Phh4vDfDzDw/ElyD43xbC4tLyyurmbXs+sbm1ra9k6vpMFaUVWkoQtXwiWaCS1YFDoI1IsVI4AtW9wcXY7/+wJTmobyDYcS8gPQk73JKwEhtO4ev8BkuPeHWJRNA7ov4pm3nnYIzAZ4nbkryKEWlbX+1OiGNAyaBCqJ103Ui8BKigFPBRtlWrFlE6ID0WNNQSQKmvWRy+wgfGKWDu6EyJQFP1N8TCQm0Hga+6QwI9PWsNxb/85oxdE+9hMsoBibpdFE3FhhCPA4Cd7hiFMTQEEIVN7di2ieKUDBxZU0I7uzL86RWLLjHhaPbUr58nsaRQXtoHx0iF52gMrpGFVRFFD2iZ/SK3qyR9WK9Wx/T1gUrndlFf2B9/gDMqpJe</latexit>

F = 4 �2L

<latexit sha1_base64="7iKQoo9usBd9i4h5cToeauhNCpU=">AAACNHicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSxCBQlJFXUjFN0IbirYCzQlTKbTdujkwsyJWEIfyo0P4kYEF4q49RlM2lC19YeBn++cw5nzu6HgCkzzRZubX1hcWs6t5FfX1jc29a3tmgoiSVmVBiKQDZcoJrjPqsBBsEYoGfFcwepu/zKt1++YVDzwb2EQspZHuj7vcEogQY5+bbuBaMeVYdGGHgNycI7tGFec+N6xJuxwDEo/wDCMEfImyB7mHb1gGuZIeNZYmSmgTBVHf7LbAY085gMVRKmmZYbQiokETgUb5u1IsZDQPumyZmJ94jHVikdHD/F+Qtq4E8jk+YBH9PdETDylBp6bdHoEemq6lsL/as0IOmetmPthBMyn40WdSGAIcJogbnPJKIhBYgiVPPkrpj0iCYUk5zQEa/rkWVMrGdaJcXRzXChfZHHk0C7aQ0VkoVNURleogqqIogf0jN7Qu/aovWof2ue4dU7LZnbQH2lf32U+qXU=</latexit>

P(✓) = {Px1(✓), Px2(✓), ...Pxm(✓)}v i i it
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IMPORTANT INEQUALITIES: 
<latexit sha1_base64="N/1yncRQkiYl31D4FzkoDiDTcR0=">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</latexit>

4 �2
Ĥ � 4 �2

R̂ � 4 �2
L̂ � 1

�2M̂

��h[Ĥ, M̂ ]i
��2

<latexit sha1_base64="LM0bs8lF2ZJJ2XVQZy474pUipUE=">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</latexit>

�2
Ĥ �2

M̂ � 1

4
Fq �2

M̂ � 1

4

��h[Ĥ, M̂ ]i
��2

Heisenberg uncertainty relations: 

quantum		
Fisher	

classical		
Fisher	 (related	with	spin	squeezing)	

arbitrary	Hermitian	operators		
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WITNESSING ENTANGLEMENT WITH STATISTICAL SPEEDS 



ii)  sub-additivity    S[⇢̂1 ⌦ ⇢̂2, Ĥ1 + Ĥ2]  S[⇢̂1, Ĥ1] + S[⇢̂2, Ĥ2]
<latexit sha1_base64="6qOITwx5JBqSNmob4tfchSVcnsI=">AAACWXicbVHPS8MwGE2r0zl/TXf0EhyCsDHaKehx6GXHiU6FtZQ0y7awtKnJV2GU/ZMeBPFf8WC6VXTqg8Djve+RLy9hIrgGx3mz7LX10sZmeauyvbO7t189OLzXMlWU9akUUj2GRDPBY9YHDoI9JoqRKBTsIZxe5/7DM1Oay/gOZgnzIzKO+YhTAkYKqsntwJsQyDw1kfPAxZ4EHjGNcxHnYtBuLnjXmA1c0LaPPcGe8Gq4+WW7fmPFaTe/g0G17rScBfBf4hakjgr0guqLN5Q0jVgMVBCtB66TgJ8RBZwKNq94qWYJoVMyZgNDY2LW97NFM3N8YpQhHkllTgx4of5MZCTSehaFZjIiMNG/vVz8zxukMLr0Mx4nKbCYLi8apQKDxHnNeMgVoyBmhhCquNkV0wlRhIL5jIopwf395L/kvt1yz1rOzXm9c1XUUUZH6BidIhddoA7qoh7qI4pe0YdVsjasd9uyy3ZlOWpbRaaGVmDXPgE/lbEh</latexit>

i)   convexity S[↵⇢̂1 + (1� ↵)⇢̂2, Ĥ]  ↵S[⇢̂1Ĥ] + (1� ↵)S[⇢̂2, Ĥ]
<latexit sha1_base64="wVebPrzPVFSZW7hbPTYoDLikn2w=">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</latexit>

Ĥ
<latexit sha1_base64="XjTGDhnyNp9XKPiiIm2Yzb2L9Tg=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRS48V7Ae0oWy2m3btZhN2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GdzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilVm9EkdT75Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmnEFTJJjel6boJ+RjUKJvm01EsNTygb0yHvWqpoxI2fza+dkjOrDEgYa1sKyVz9PZHRyJhJFNjOiOLILHsz8T+vm2J442dCJSlyxRaLwlQSjMnsdTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQBlSyIXjLL6+S1kXVu6y691eV2m0eRxFO4BTOwYNrqEEdGtAEBo/wDK/w5sTOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+APjTjrk=</latexit>

is the generator of the parametric evolution. 

Two important properties of statistical speeds: 

<latexit sha1_base64="N8O3u8vQ4gAvhXwmalMWoNPIicM=">AAAB/XicbZDJSgNBEIZ7XGPcxuXmpTEInsKMinoMevEYwSyQGUJNp5I06Vns7hHiEHwVLx4U8ep7ePNt7CRz0MQfGj7+qqKq/yARXGnH+bYWFpeWV1YLa8X1jc2tbXtnt67iVDKssVjEshmAQsEjrGmuBTYTiRAGAhvB4HpcbzygVDyO7vQwQT+EXsS7nIE2Vtved6gn8J56IJI+TNlt2yWn7ExE58HNoURyVdv2l9eJWRpipJkApVquk2g/A6k5EzgqeqnCBNgAetgyGEGIys8m14/okXE6tBtL8yJNJ+7viQxCpYZhYDpD0H01Wxub/9Vaqe5e+hmPklRjxKaLuqmgOqbjKGiHS2RaDA0Ak9zcSlkfJDBtAiuaENzZL89D/aTsnpdPb89Klas8jgI5IIfkmLjkglTIDamSGmHkkTyTV/JmPVkv1rv1MW1dsPKZPfJH1ucPgCKT+g==</latexit>

0  ↵  1

<latexit sha1_base64="bipwLJDjVyR4hgxCXh54Y+PtCvY=">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</latexit>

�2(↵⇢̂1 + (1� ↵)⇢̂2, Ĥ) � ↵ �2(⇢̂1, Ĥ) + (1� ↵) �2(⇢̂2, Ĥ)

-)   concavity of the variance

(full additivity only for the Fisher info)    



 Consider a N-partite classically correlated state

and a local Hamiltonian                   

<latexit sha1_base64="gj2xCo/KdE280MQS/SHAjhRG8E4=">AAACzHicdVFNbxMxEPUuXyV8BThysaiQuLBaJ7TNpVIFQmovUZBIWymbrmYdJ2t1vV7ZsxXRantB4n/wTzhz5MaZP4LzUWkDYSRLz2/ePI9nkiKTFsPwl+ffun3n7r2d+60HDx89ftJ++uzU6tJwMeQ60+Y8ASsymYshSszEeWEEqCQTZ8nl+0X+7EoYK3X+CeeFGCuY5XIqOaCj4vZvKi6qN5JGKWB1XNMIU4 FQr+6RSXUdV1YU9bWT/auih5EtVRzNQCmggzW43vSM2Y2+Ycou1kVN34ZSo1TC0iAINr36W7z6Da9t0ri9GwZhb6/DDqgDe287vQXYZ2G3yygLwmXsHp20Pnz78f3LIG7/jCaal0rkyDOwdsTCAscVGJQ8E3UrKt1IgF/CTIwczMG1Oq6Wy6jpK8dM6FQbd3KkS7ZZUYGydq4Sp1SAqf07tyC35UYlTnvjSuZFiSLnq4emZUZR08Vm6UQawTGbOwDcSNcr5SkY4Oj233JDuPkp/T847QRsP+h+dNN4R1axQ16Ql+Q1YeSAHJFjMiBDwr0TT3ufvbnf99Gv/Hol9b11zXOyEf7XP4B/5Og=</latexit>

e�iĤ✓⇢̂sep eiĤ✓ =
X

�

P� e�iĤ1✓⇢̂�1e
iĤ1✓ ⌦ ...e�iĤN✓⇢̂�

N
e�iĤN✓

<latexit sha1_base64="ThiUOjbpGq1b4/2TFiHVwrS5ag0=">AAACQ3icdVDLShxBFK1WE3XycKJLN4USyKrpnvExm4BEBN3ICBmVTE+a2zU1M4VVXU3V7cDQjBu/xD9x48alO3/AjQtF3AZS8whMQnKg4HDOudxbJ8mksBgEd97M7Nyr1/MLi6U3b9+9Xyp/WD62OjeMN5iW2pwmYLkUKW+gQMlPM8NBJZKfJGe7Q//kBzdW6PQr9jPeUtBNRUcwQCfF5W806gEWkenpQVxYng3o58jmKo66oBTQ+oScT+fC7xM30igUt77vT7mHEzcurwd+UNushNvUkc2NSm1ItsKgWg1p6AcjrO8clPYub64u6nH5NmprliueIpNgbTMMMmwVYFAwyQelKHf3ATuDLm86moJb3SpGHQzoR6e0aUcb91KkI3V6ogBlbV8lLqkAe/Zvbyj+y2vm2Km1CpFmOfKUjRd1cklR02GhtC0MZyj7jgAzwt1KWQ8MMHS1l1wJv39K/0+OK3645VePXBtfyBgLZJWskU8kJNtkh+yTOmkQRq7IPXkkT9619+A9ey/j6Iw3mVkhf8D7+Quq+bY/</latexit>

⇢̂sep =
X

�

P� ⇢̂�1 ⌦ ...⇢̂�N
<latexit sha1_base64="6AOzY6Gbtu8uem8i/ZMlSFymQeQ=">AAACCXicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiuStLax6ZQdGFXUsE+oIlhMp22QycPZiZCidm68U/EjQtF3PoH7vwbJ60FFT1w4XDOvdx7jxsyKqRhfGgLi0vLK6uZtez6xubWtr6z2xZBxDFp4YAFvOsiQRj1SUtSyUg35AR5LiMdd3ya+p1rwgUN/Es5CYntoaFPBxQjqSRHh9YIybiRwBq0ROQ5Ma2ZydX5XHaoo+eMvFEtFcwKVKR0XKimpGwaxaIJzbwxRa5+Bu8t52bYdPR3qx/gyCO+xAwJ0TONUNox4pJiRpKsFQkSIjxGQ9JT1EceEXY8/SSBh0rpw0HAVfkSTtXvEzHyhJh4rur0kByJ314q/uX1Ijmo2jH1w0gSH88WDSIGZQDTWGCfcoIlmyiCMKfqVohHiCMsVXhZFcL8U/g/aRfyZjlfvFBpnIAZMmAfHIAjYIIKqIMGaIIWwOAWPIAn8KzdaY/ai/Y6a13Qvmb2wA9ob5/IoJy/</latexit>

Ĥ =
NX

i=1

Ĥi

calculate the maximum statistical speed

so that no entanglement is created or destroyed during  
the evolution. Relevant in interferometry. 
 It is possible to extend to arbitrary Hamiltonians but 
 bounds cannot be written in general form.	



<latexit sha1_base64="bk37Sp3fBRnQX71W+ta/AGnzVsY=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqOBGF4NFcKElUVCXBTd1V9E+IAlxMp2YoZMHMxOhhG7d+BH+gJsuFHHrH7jzb5ykXWjrgQuHc+7l3nu8hFEhDeNbK83NLywulZcrK6tr6xv65lZbxCnHpIVjFvOuhwRhNCItSSUj3YQTFHqMdLz+Ze53HggXNI5u5SAhTojuI+pTjKSSXB3eWHaAJLR5ELuZIMnwCBZCw4E2I7Di6lWjZhSAs8SckGr9eO+u9Lwzarr6l92LcRqSSGKGhLBMI5FOhrikmJFhxU7VFoT76J5YikYoJMLJik+G8EApPejHXFUkYaH+nshQKMQg9FRniGQgpr1c/M+zUulfOBmNklSSCI8X+SmDMoZ5LLBHOcGSDRRBmFN1K8QB4ghLFV4egjn98ixpn9TMs9rptUrjCoxRBrtgHxwCE5yDOmiAJmgBDB7BC3gFb9qTNtLetY9xa0mbzGyDP9A+fwBX3psT</latexit>

S[⇢̂sep, Ĥ] 

The variance is calculated with the (experimentally 
accessible reduced density matrix	

hmax, hmin                       are the 
highest and lowest 
eigenvalues of   	̂Hi

If the dimensions of the Hilbert space 
are finite and equal to each other 	

<latexit sha1_base64="PeWwNu6qY1zdWXboew8a+DfpiSk=">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</latexit>

csep = N(hmax � hmin)
2

<latexit sha1_base64="46MAg1XH2KvZ2jDTZm4y8SkocJg=">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</latexit>

 4
NX

i=1

�2(⇢̂i, Ĥi)

<latexit sha1_base64="TKeqycrEFPavIMa12fbF7ad2Bqs=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0F9WbAi94imAckmzA76U2GzD6cmY2EJf/hxYMiXv0V8ebfONnkoIkFDUVV90x3ebHgStv2t7W0vLK6tp7byG9ube/sFvb2aypKJMMqi0QkGx5VKHiIVc21wEYskQaewLo3uJ749SFKxaPwXo9idAPaC7nPGdVGarfwIeFDwtqpwnjcKRTtkp2BLBJnRopXn5Ch0il8tboRSwIMNRNUqaZjx9pNqdScCRznW4l5lrIB7WHT0JAGqNw023pMjo3SJX4kTYWaZOrviZQGSo0Cz3QGVPfVvDcR//OaifYv3ZSHcaIxZNOP/EQQHZFJBKTLJTItRoZQJrnZlbA+lZRpE1TehODMn7xIaqcl57x0dmcXy7fTNCAHh3AEJ+DABZThBipQBQYSnuAFXq1H69l6s96nrUvWbOYA/sD6+AE5IZPH</latexit>

⌘ csep
<latexit sha1_base64="iLR7FIIFj1FWFbH0JRRmSUX8aiw=">AAACM3icbVBNSxxBEO0xGs1q4hqPubSKYECWGRXjJSCYgwlEVnBV2F6Hmt5at7HnI901wWWY/Af/iZfkh+QQEA8R8ep/sHfXg18PGl69V0V1vSjTypLvX3gjr0bHXo9PvKlMTr19N12deb9v09xIbMhUp+YwAotaJdggRRoPM4MQRxoPopOtvn/wE41VabJHvQxbMRwnqqMkkJPC6jeh8Qdf4zu/vsMpF4WweRwW6nNQHu1w8QU1wdHKkugCFcJ00zJUy4Ni27GPy1x0UgNac8VFGVYX/Jo/AH9OgnuysFmfPptbnP1TD6t/RTuVeYwJSQ3WNgM/o1YBhpTUWFZEbjEDeQLH2HQ0gRhtqxjcXPJFp7S5W+9eQnygPpwoILa2F0euMwbq2qdeX3zJa+bU2WgVKslywkQOF3VyzSnl/QB5WxmUpHuOgDTK/ZXLLhiQ5GKuuBCCpyc/J/srtWC9trrr0vjKhphgH9g8W2IB+8Q22TarswaT7Jz9Y//Zlffbu/SuvZth64h3PzPLHsG7vQPZ16wb</latexit>

 4N Max{
NX

i=1

�2(⇢̂i, Ĥi), 8i}

<latexit sha1_base64="jiDIVA0WJVwZpOStYeY8GsFKNHk=">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</latexit>


X

�

P� S[⇢̂�1 ⌦ ...⇢̂
�
N , Ĥ]

convexity
(sub-) additivity

concavity of the variance

<latexit sha1_base64="ThiUOjbpGq1b4/2TFiHVwrS5ag0=">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</latexit>

⇢̂sep =
X

�

P� ⇢̂�1 ⌦ ...⇢̂�N

<latexit sha1_base64="kAlPa30jbmHSlMNdN7GG9kH24CM=">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</latexit>

⇢̂i = Tr[⇢̂j 6=i] =
X

�

P� ⇢̂i

<latexit sha1_base64="6HKOpeG9/EubHnBtQQjHNoB+UGE=">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</latexit>


X

�

P�

NX

i=1

S(⇢̂�i , Ĥi)

<latexit sha1_base64="Wjb6x6Q9bZRuxKd2qUu5IN5tGng=">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</latexit>

 4
X

�

P�

NX

i=1

�2(⇢̂�i , Ĥi) 

bound with the variance
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 Speed limits:

cent
<latexit sha1_base64="A7hIHS32+LUl+sUIlYbcG++rR+g=">AAAB7nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLToa27ohuXFewD2rFk0kwbmskMSUYoQz/CjQtF3Po97vwbM20FFT0QOJxzD7n3BAlnSiP0YRXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRR8WpJLRNYh7LXoAV5UzQtmaa014iKY4CTrvB9Cr3u/dUKhaLWz1LqB/hsWAhI1gbqUvuMir0fFiuIPuiUXO9GkQ2QnXHdXLi1r2qBx2j5KiAFVrD8vtgFJM0MmHCsVJ9ByXaz7DUjHA6Lw1SRRNMpnhM+4YKHFHlZ4t15/DMKCMYxtI8oeFC/Z7IcKTULArMZIT1RP32cvEvr5/qsOFnTCSppoIsPwpTDnUM89vhiElKNJ8ZgolkZldIJlhiok1DJVPC16Xwf9Jxbadqoxuv0rxc1VEEJ+AUnAMH1EETXIMWaAMCpuABPIFnK7EerRfrdTlasFaZY/AD1tsnA3WQBA==</latexit>

csep
<latexit sha1_base64="IwU6ahJgwpt/PEHbM9OzHNv4FSo=">AAAB7nicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqiRVbLsrunFZwT6gHUsmzbShmQdJRihDP8KNC0Xc+j3u/BszbQUVPRA4nHPvzb3Hi6XQBuMPJ7eyura+kd8sbG3v7O4V9w/aOkoU4y0WyUh1Paq5FCFvGWEk78aK08CTvONNrjK/c8+VFlF4a6YxdwM6CoUvGDVW6rC7VPN4NiiWcBljTAhBGSHVC2xJvV6rkBoimWVRgiWag+J7fxixJOChYZJq3SM4Nm5KlRFM8lmhn9ixlE3oiPcsDWnAtZvO152hE6sMkR8p+0KD5ur3jpQGWk8Dz1YG1Iz1by8T//J6ifFrbirCODE8ZIuP/EQiE6HsdjQUijMjp5ZQpoTdFbExVZQZm1DBhvB1KfqftCtlclbGN+elxuUyjjwcwTGcAoEqNOAamtACBhN4gCd4dmLn0XlxXhelOWfZcwg/4Lx9AvHlj/k=</latexit> Classically correlated states 

live here 

classically
correlated

maximally 
entangled	

 csep
<latexit sha1_base64="edECsFJUgrvffWA9ejyembLJX40=">AAAB83icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXJali213RjcsK9gGdsWTS2zY08zDJCGXob7hxoYhbf8adf2OmraCiBy4czrk3uff4sRTaEPLhLC2vrK6t5zbym1vbO7uFvf2WjhLFockjGamOzzRIEULTCCOhEytggS+h7Y8vM799D0qLKLwxkxi8gA1DMRCcGSu5roQ7zG9TDfG0VyiSEiGEUoozQivnxJJarVqmVUwzy6KIFmj0Cu9uP+JJAKHhkmndpSQ2XsqUEVzCNO8m9lnGx2wIXUtDFoD20tnOU3xslT4eRMpWaPBM/T6RskDrSeDbzoCZkf7tZeJfXjcxg6qXijBODIR8/tEgkdhEOAsA94UCbuTEEsaVsLtiPmKKcWNjytsQvi7F/5NWuURPS+T6rFi/WMSRQ4foCJ0giiqojq5QAzURRzF6QE/o2UmcR+fFeZ23LjmLmQP0A87bJ17+kek=</latexit>

 cent
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Statistical speeds are the most powerful tools we currently 
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Heisenberg uncertainty relations for separabe states: 

M.	Gessner,	L.	Pezzè,	A.	Smerzi		(2017)	
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Summary:		 classical	correlations	

HUR criteria are weaker but sometimes easier to be verified experimentally 



Research program: Can different speeds 
recognize entanglement useful for different 
quantum technologies? 
(answer known only for the Fisher information)  

Device-independent quantum 
cryptography requires non-locality

Entanglement-assisted subchannel 
discrimination depends on steering
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tained after a full interferometer sequence using entan-
gled states as input to the atom interferometer. Filled
circles report witnesses of metrologically useful entangle-
ment (i.e., spin squeezing and Fisher information) mea-
sured on experimentally generated states, representing
potential improvement in sensitivity. Open circles are
inferred squeezing, being obtained after subtraction of
detection noise. The Heisenberg limit has been reached
with up to ⇠10 trapped ions. Attaining this ultimate
bound with a much larger number of particles is beyond
current technology as it requires the creation and pro-
tection of large amounts of entanglement. Nevertheless,
metrological gains up to ⇠100 have been reported with
large atomic ensembles (Hosten et al., 2016a). A glance
at Fig. 2 reveals how quantum metrology with atomic
ensembles is a very active area of research in physics.
Moreover, the reported results prove that the field is now
mature enough to take the step from proofs-of-principle
to technological applications.

D. Outline

This Review presents modern developments of phase-
estimation techniques in atomic systems aided by
quantum-mechanical entanglement, as well as fundamen-
tal studies of the associated entangled states. In Sec. II,
we give a theoretical overview of quantum-enhanced
metrology. We first discuss the concepts of spin squeez-
ing and Fisher information considering spin-1/2 parti-
cles. We then illustrate di↵erent atomic systems where
quantum-enhanced phase estimation—or, at least, the
creation of useful entanglement for quantum metrology—
has been demonstrated. Sections III and IV review the
generation of entangled states in Bose-Einstein conden-
sates. Section V describes the generation of entangled
states of many atoms through the common coupling to
an external light field. Section VI describes metrology
with ensembles of trapped ions. Finally, Sec. VII gives
an overview of the experimentally realized entanglement-
enhanced interferometers and the realistic perspective to
increase the sensitivity of state-of-the-art atomic clocks
and magnetometers. This section also discusses the im-
pact of noise in the di↵erent interferometric protocols.

II. FUNDAMENTALS

In this Review we consider systems and operations in-
volvingN particles and assume that all of their degrees of
freedom are restricted to only two modes (single-particle
states) that we identify as |ai and |bi. These can be
two hyperfine states of an atom, as in a Ramsey interfer-
ometer (Ramsey, 1963), two energy levels of a trapping
potential, or two spatially-separated arms, as in a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer (Mach, 1892; Zehnder, 1891), see

FIG. 3 Two-mode interferometers. In a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (a) two spatial modes |ai and |bi are combined
on a balanced beam splitter, followed by a relative phase shift
✓ = ✓a � ✓b between the two arms, and finally recombined on
a second balanced beam splitter. In a Ramsey interferometer
(b) a resonant Rabi rotation creates a balanced superposition
between two internal states |ai and |bi, followed by a rela-
tive phase shift given by the energy di↵erence between these
states multiplied by the interrogation time, ✓ = (�E/~)⇥TR.
Finally a second resonant Rabi rotation recombines the two
modes. (c) Equivalent representation of Mach-Zehnder and
Ramsey interferometer operations as rotations of the collec-
tive spin on the generalized Bloch sphere. The initial state
here, |ai⌦N , is pointing toward the north pole. The full se-
quence is equivalent to the rotation of an angle ✓ around the
y axis.

Fig. 3. The interferometer operations are collective, act-
ing on all particles in an identical way. The idealized for-
mal description of these interferometer models is math-
ematically equivalent (Lee et al., 2002; Wineland et al.,
1994): as discussed in Sec. II.A, it corresponds to the
rotation of a collective spin.

A. Collective spin systems

a. Single spin. By identifying mode |ai with spin-up and
mode |bi with spin-down, a (two-mode) atom can be de-
scribed as an e↵ective spin-1/2 particle: a qubit (Nielsen
and Chuang, 2000; Peres, 1995). Any pure state of a sin-
gle qubit can be written as |#,'i = cos #

2 |ai+ei' sin #

2 |bi,
with 0  #  ⇡ and 0  ' < 2⇡ the polar and azimuthal
angle, respectively, in the Bloch sphere. Pure states sat-
isfy h�̂i = s, where �̂ = {�̂x, �̂y, �̂z} is the Pauli vec-
tor and s = {sin# cos', sin# sin', cos#} is the mean
spin direction. Mixed qubit states can be expressed as
⇢̂ = ( + rs · �̂)/2, and have an additional degree of free-
dom given by the length of the spin vector 0  r  1,
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THE PHASE ESTIMATION PROBLEM 
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Barankin bounds for phase estimation 

E.	W.	Barankin,	Ann.	Math.	Stat.	20,	477	(1949).	

Median-unbiased parameter estimation:

generalized Fisher information

trace speed

SENSITIVITY BOUNDS DEPEND ON STATISTICAL SPEEDS 
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Given a state    of N qbits 
a generator of a unitary local transformation  
and a measurement observable      

If                                      is particle entangled (sufficient)  

 the interferometer                                         
 with the observable  
provides sub shot-noise sensitivity (necessary & sufficient)  

    from shot noise to Heisenberg limit  !

Quantum Interferometry: central message



BAYESIAN PHASE ESTIMATION 



WHAT IS PROBABILITY ? 
Classical interpretation (Laplace, Pascal,…):
Lists all favorable outcomes n out of N possible outcomes (typical example: dice). 
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P =
n

N
Problems: i) circular definition?  ii) Not practical or even possible in many important 
cases (for instance when the sample of the possible results does not exist)  



WHAT IS PROBABILITY ? 
Frequentist interpretation. Objective definition (Fisher,…):

Probability exists outside the human mind and can indeed be measured.
Based on law of large numbers: frequencies fluctuations decrease with 
the number of trials.  
(standard interpretation in QM).   
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WHAT IS PROBABILITY ? 
Bayesian interpretation. Subjective definition (Bayes, de Finetti,…):

Probability exists only in the human mind. 

Example: 
A vessel contains N balls, that can be either white or black. Without looking inside the 
vessel, you pick up a ball and get it white.

Question:  i) What is the probability that if you try again you get another white ball? 
                 ii) What is the probability that the vessel contains n white balls? 



Answers:  -) Classical probability: I don’t know because you don’t give me the sample.
                 -) Frequentist: the question does not make sense, I can answer only after
                    picking up several balls.

Bayesian: how much money you would bet that the second ball is 
                 white rather than black?  

This reasoning is typical in real life (insurance, horse races,…)
As humans, we have an intuitive understanding of probability that is Bayesian. 

Probability is a subjective degree of belief based on available data 
and “rational” opinions.   
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The posterior probability:
Provides a “degree of belief” 
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phase shift given the measured 
data. 

Likelihood function

The prior function 
express the prior  
state of  knowledge 
or belief about the 
true value of the 
phase shift  

The marginal 
probability s fixed 
by the 
normalization 
condition 
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Parameter estimation (theory an experiments)  has been developed by following 
two different paths: Frequentist and Bayesian.

The two approaches are builds on two different conceptual meanings attached to 
the word “probability”. 

The respective results provide conceptually different information on the estimated 
parameters and uncertainties. 

Overlooking these differences is not only conceptually incorrect but can create 
some paradoxes as the existence of ultimate bounds in one approach that can be 
violated in the other approach. 
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If there is no uncertainty,  
it cannot be true. 
R. Feynman 



Classification of Multipartite Entanglement: 
Young Diagrams and Dyson rank  



For instance, N=7 particles can be correlated as: 

There is an exponentially increasing number 
of partitions in a multipartite entangled state. 
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
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bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
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Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
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! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
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subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
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and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
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systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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Which configuration contains “more entanglement” ? 

An approach to quantify classical correlations was introduced by Young and Dyson 
and can be extended to quantum correlations.  
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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N=7 particles in h=3 separable subsets with an entanglement depth of w=4 particles.  

Larger values of r, w and smaller values of h indicate more multipartite entanglement. 

i) Entanglement depth w: at least w parties must be entangled
ii) h-inseparability: the system cannot be split in h separable subsystems.

iii) The Dyson rank r = w – h provides the “stretchability” of correlations.  
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
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quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
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bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
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w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
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!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
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tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
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quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to
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can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these
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systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
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science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
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of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to
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can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
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is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
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systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
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subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
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provides only limited information about the allowed
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w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
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quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-
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approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
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bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
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can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
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science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to
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can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these
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is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
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systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
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3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
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represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
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structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
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systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
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An efficient classification of entanglement in multipartite
systems is crucial for our understanding of quantum many-
body systems and the development of quantum information
science [1–4]. A particular challenge is the development of
experimentally implementable criteria for the detection of
multipartite entanglement [5,6]. The development of quan-
tum technologies further demands a precise understanding
of the set of multipartite entangled states that enable a
quantum advantage in specific applications of quantum
information [7,8]. In this context, metrological entangle-
ment criteria are powerful tools that establish a quantitative
link between the number of detected entangled parties and
the quantum gain in interferometric measurements [8–12].
As a consequence of the exponentially increasing num-

ber of partitions in multipartite systems, there is no unique
way to quantify multipartite entanglement. Common
approaches to capture the extent of multipartite correlations
focus on simple integer indicators [5]: An entanglement
depth of w describes that at least w parties must be
entangled, while h-inseparability expresses that the system
cannot be split into h separable subsystems. Larger values
of w and smaller values of h generally indicate more
multipartite entanglement, and experimentally observable
bounds on both can be obtained with different methods
[5,6], including from the metrological sensitivity in terms
of the quantum Fisher information [11].
A systematic approach based on the partitions of a

multipartite system reveals a duality between w and h [13].
Let us illustrate this with the example of a 7-partite system that
allows for a separable description in the partition
! ! 1j2345j67, see Fig. 1. The system is separable into h !
3 subsets and it contains entanglement among up to w ! 4
parties, i.e., it has an entanglement depth of w ! 4. By using
the correspondence between partitions of a system (up to

permutations of the particle labels) and Young diagrams, we
can represent this partition as !! , where each box
represents one party and each row represents an entangled
subset of decreasing size from top to bottom. We can easily
convince ourselves that w and h correspond to the width and
height of the Young diagram, respectively.
Focusing exclusively on one of these two quantities

provides only limited information about the allowed
structure of separable partitions. The entanglement depth
w refers to the size of the largest subset but ignores the size
and number of the remaining subsets. For instance, w ! 4
does not distinguish between the partition ! and, e.g.,
!0! , even though the latter clearly contains more
entanglement. Separability, in contrast, is insensitive to the
size of the entangled subsets and h ! 3 is also compatible
with, e.g., !00! . As an alternative integer quantifier, the
rank of a partition, defined by Dyson [14] as r ! w " h,
combines the information about w and h, and was recently
suggested to express the “strechability” of correlations
[13]. In our example, it successfully distinguishes these

FIG. 1. Representation of multipartite entanglement using
Young diagrams. In this example, a system of N ! 7 particles
is separable in a partition into h ! 3 subsets and contains an
entanglement depth of w ! 4 particles. These quantities corre-
spond to height h and width w of the associated Young diagram.
Dyson’s rank r ! w " h combines both pieces of information.
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Introduction. Interferometers provide the most precise measurements in physics. Hence, there is an urgent demand for
novel theoretical proposals and experimental techniques aimed at further increasing their sensitivity. Most of the current atomic
and optical interferometers are made of linear devices such as beam splitters and phase shifters. Their phase uncertainty is
fundamentally bounded by the shot-noise limit�✓ ⇠ 1/

p
n̄, when using probe states made of average n̄ uncorrelated particles [?

? ]. It has been clarified that overcoming this bound requires engineering proper particle-entangled states [? ] (see [? ? ]
for reviews). Using such states, sub shot-noise (SSN) phase uncertainties have been demonstrated in several recent proof-of-
principle experiments with atoms [? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ] and photons [? ? ? ? ? ]. Yet, noise and decoherence limit the creation and
use of quantum correlations [? ? ]. It is therefore crucial to search for alternative schemes where probe states are classical and
quantum correlations useful to reach SSN sensitivities are created inside the interferometer [? ? ? ? ].

In this manuscript, we show that quantum spin-mixing dynamics (SMD) in a spinor Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [? ? ?
] can be exploited to realize a nonlinear three-mode interferometer, as shown in Fig. 1. SMD is provided by binary collisions
in the BEC, which coherently transfer correlated pairs of atoms with opposite magnetic moment [? ? ] from the “pump”
mode (mf = 0) to “side” modes (mf = ±1), and vice-versa. The probe state of the interferometer is classical and quantum
correlations are created by the SMD. We first study the interferometer in the mean-field limit, consisting on the pump mode
being replaced by a c-number. This analysis is valid for a large number of particles and low conversion rates. In this case, the
interferometer operations belong to the SU(1,1) group and it is possible to obtain analytical predictions for the phase sensitivity.
In optical systems, where conversion rates are rather low, the pump needs to be very intense and the SU(1,1) approach is well
justified [? ]. SU(1,1) optical interferometry has been theoretically discussed [? ? ? ? ] and recently experimentally realized [?
]. In contrast, experiments with spinor BECs [? ? ? ? ] can be performed well outside the mean-field regime, with probe states
of a relatively small number of particles and – thanks to strong nonlinearities – comparatively high conversion rates. We have
thus also implemented a full three-mode quantum analysis. Within this framework, we can rigorously provide phase sensitivity
bounds with respect to the average total number of particles n̄ in input. For realistic values of n̄, including particle losses and
finite detection efficiency, SSN is obtained in a regime where quantum corrections to the mean-field picture are important.

Spin-mixing interferometry with BECs. The protocol outlined in Fig. 1 follows five steps: (I) state preparation – we consider
empty side modes and a BEC in mf = 0, described by a coherent state of average population n̄ – (II) a first SMD, (III) phase
encoding , and (IV) a second SMD. Finally (V), the atoms are released from the trap, the three magnetic modes are spatially
separated and the particle number is measured by imaging the atomic clouds.

A standard description of the SMD is obtained in single-mode approximation [? ]: the condensate spatial wave function  (r)
in mf = ±1 is assumed to be the same as in mf = 0. The field operators are thus approximated by  ̂i(r) =  (r)âi, where âi

(â†
i
) are annihilation (creation) operators for modes i = mf = 0,±1 obeying the boson commutation relations [âi, â†j ] = �i,j

(N̂i = â
†
i
âi is the particle number operator). The many-body Hamiltonian describing SMD in a dilute atomic cloud is [? ]

ĤSMD = �(â0â0â
†
+1â

†
�1 + c.c) + �
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N̂0 � 1

2

�
(N̂+1 + N̂�1). (5)

The first term is identical to four-wave mixing in nonlinear optics [? ? ], where � is the relative phase between the pump and
the side modes. The second term in Eq. (5) is a mean-field shift. The coupling � = 4⇡~2

3M (c2 � c0)
R
d
3r| (r)|4 depends on the

s-wave scattering lengths c0 and c2 of two bosons of mass M scattering in the total spin channels F = 0 and F = 2, respectively

FIG. 1. (color online) Left: scheme of spin-mixing interferometry with spinor BEC (left panel). Right: when the central mode is treated
parametrically (mean-field approach), the interferometer operations can be viewed as transformations of the SU(1,1) Husimi distribution [? ]
in the (Kx,Ky,Kz) space.
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use of quantum correlations [? ? ]. It is therefore crucial to search for alternative schemes where probe states are classical and
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In this manuscript, we show that quantum spin-mixing dynamics (SMD) in a spinor Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [? ? ?
] can be exploited to realize a nonlinear three-mode interferometer, as shown in Fig. 1. SMD is provided by binary collisions
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thus also implemented a full three-mode quantum analysis. Within this framework, we can rigorously provide phase sensitivity
bounds with respect to the average total number of particles n̄ in input. For realistic values of n̄, including particle losses and
finite detection efficiency, SSN is obtained in a regime where quantum corrections to the mean-field picture are important.

Spin-mixing interferometry with BECs. The protocol outlined in Fig. 1 follows five steps: (I) state preparation – we consider
empty side modes and a BEC in mf = 0, described by a coherent state of average population n̄ – (II) a first SMD, (III) phase
encoding , and (IV) a second SMD. Finally (V), the atoms are released from the trap, the three magnetic modes are spatially
separated and the particle number is measured by imaging the atomic clouds.

A standard description of the SMD is obtained in single-mode approximation [? ]: the condensate spatial wave function  (r)
in mf = ±1 is assumed to be the same as in mf = 0. The field operators are thus approximated by  ̂i(r) =  (r)âi, where âi
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